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1- Schedule 

Programming 

7:30 PM BREIFING 

Westin (7:30 PM -8:30 PM) 

 
 

 
 

8:30 PM 

2:30 AM 

BUILD TIME Westin Harbour Castle 

Individual Rooms (8:30 PM – 2:30 AM) 
 

 

2:30 AM Rest Time Westin Harbour Castle 

Individual Rooms (2:30 AM-7:30 AM) 
 

7:30 AM 

TAKE TTC SUBWAY TO SCHOOL/GET BREAKFAST at Tim 

Hortons 

Volunteers will leave with competitors every 10 minutes. 

(7:30 AM- 8:30 AM) 
 

9:00 AM Presentation start at 9AM 
 

9:00 AM Lakehead University ENG-LG 24( 9:00 AM: 9:30 AM) 
 

9:30 AM University of Guelph ENG-LG 24 ( 9:30 AM: 10:00 AM) 
 

10:00 AM Carleton University ENG-LG 24( 10:00 AM: 10:30 AM) 
 

10:30 AM University of Toronto ENG-LG 24( 10:30 AM: 11:00 AM) 
 

11:00 AM University of Waterloo A II ENG-LG 24( 11:00 AM: 11:30 AM) 
 

11:30 AM York University ENG-LG 24 (11:30 AM: 12:00 PM) 
 

12:00 PM 

LUNCH (12:00 PM-1:00 PM) 

 Ryerson University : Engineering Building (ENG) 

CAREER FAIR ( 12:00 PM -3:00 PM) (ENG) 

*Career Fair runs untill 3* Can visit after presenting or 

during Lunch* 
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1:00 PM Ryerson University ENG-LG 24 (1:00PM - 1:30 PM) 
 

1:30 PM University of Waterloo A I ENG-LG 24 (1:30PM - 2:00 PM) 
 

2:00 PM McMaster University ENG-LG 24 (2:00PM - 2:30 PM) 
 

2:30 PM 
University of Ontario Institute of Technology ENG-LG 24 

(2:30PM - 3:00 PM) 
 

3:00 PM Western University ENG-LG 24 (3:00PM - 3:30 PM) 
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2- Opening Statement 

Transportation is one of the most important city infrastructures. In a nonstop growing 

metropolis, enhancing transit plans is a must. Upgrading the trains and subway systems is the next plan 

to accommodate the growth.  The city is holding a public opening for a program that can simulate a 

control panel for the current signalling system. This program must be able to control (and monitor) 

speeds of the trains, control (and monitor) the train timings and general logistics, update the user on 

malfunctions in the train and incorporate an automatic collision prevention system.  Your company is 

requested to produce this program to be applied to the current subway system and also be able to fulfill 

needs of future upgrades (such as new transit lines and stations). You are expected to demonstrate the 

program and a formal presentation. 

Your program must operate on Microsoft Windows 7 x64, to display a screen that simulates the 

movement of trains. Your program expected to integrate with the existence online server database. But 

for the purpose of this preliminary city opening, you will interact with offline sample of that database. 

You will be provided with 1 testing file to test your program. There will be a different, but similar, file for 

demonstration. 

You must sell your product to the city by focusing on: Program’s flexibility, Ability for easy 

integration, and operational requirements for the end user. You will have your files already placed on 

the presentation’s computer desktop. You will have 5 minutes to set up, 15 minutes to demonstrate and 

present, and 5 minutes for questions/answers with the judges. 

 

You must submit 

1- Functional executable file (create a compressed file, *.rar or *.zip. if you need to include DLLs, 

libraries or other files with your application) 

2- A presentation file (*.ppt, *.pptx) 

3- A pdf user guide for the program (acrobat adobe reader will be installed) 

Please read the OEC2015 rule book for deadlines and full submission instructions. 

Read all competition rules! 
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3- Competition Requirements: 
2.1 Programming languages are restricted to the following: Assembly, C, C++, Objective-C, C#, Java, 

JavaScript, Python, Ruby, Perl, VB, VHDL, Lisp, MatLab, Haskell, SQL, PHP, HTML. 1,2 
2.2 This is GUI program for Windows 7 X64. 3,4 
2.3 All needed libraries must be provided with the program. 5 
2.4 Microsoft .Net and C++ libraries are available due to their size. 5 
2.5 If any other public library is used, reference must be made. And pre-installation must be requested on the 

host testing computer. 5 
2.6 You will be provided with a text file for data/program testing. During simulation, a similar file with 

different data will be used for judge testing. 
2.7 GUI does not have to be drawn to scale. 

4- Program Requirements: 
You must simulate a control panel that visualize the movement of trains on a screen. 

You must be able to communicate with the trains. 

3.1 General information: 

3.1.1 Train max speed is 55mph( 88.5 Km/h) 

3.1.2 Train is made of 6 carts each with length of 24m =144 m 

3.1.3 Each Train have a unique 5 digit number  

 

3.2 Your program must: 

3.2.1 Display the location of all trains at all times on the map. See figure 2 

3.2.2 ‘Zoom in’ option to specific area. The scale is up to design team discretion. E.g. 2x, 4x, 6x…etc. 

* Only 1 ‘zoom in’ option is needed. But program open for creativity. 

*When ‘zoom in’ option is activated, train’s number must be legible.  

3.2.3 Utilize moving signal blocks concept* (See below #4) 

3.2.4 Display Subway train information (location/speed/state) by inputting the train number from 

keyboard. 

*location identify by X-YYY (X is tracking number, YYY is 3 digit number signal block number) 

*speed in Km/h 

*state: ‘In Motion’, ‘Idling’ , ‘OOS’ Out of service, ‘EMR’ Emergency Medical Response 

3.2.5 Able to send a command ‘Stop’ or ‘Slow Down’. For the purpose of this demonstration: 

3.2.5.1 Your program will create a “Result.Txt” in the directory of your excitable file. 

3.2.5.2 You will write to file:  Train number and the command 

3.2.5.3 Commands are: ‘Stop’ or ‘Slow Down’. 

3.2.6 Your program should follow a programming model and structural architecture.  Your code should 

be well documented and commented.  

3.2.7 Your program should work WITHOUT changing environment variables or system path. Define all 

your libraries and files to have global paths within the same folder as the executable program.  
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5- Information about the concepts used 
To explain moving Signal block concept: 

The concept is to create a Safe Zone to the front of the train, and No Zone to the rear. 

If a Safe Zone collides with No Zone, this will force the rear train to engage stopping brakes to slow down, or stop. 

4.1. Each train will deploy an imaginary block field around it, as seen in the Figure 1. (You don’t have to 

display the field on your GUI)  

4.2. If the Yellow Safe Zone collides with blue No Zone, the train will slow down. 

4.3. If the RED Safe Zone collides with blue No Zone, the train will engage emergency brakes, and come to a 

stop. 

 

Figure 1 Example of moving block. Picture is not drawn to scale. Blue is No Zone. Yellow and Red is safe zone. 

4.4. As train speed increase the block distance to the front expand and block distance to the rear compress. 

Insuring safe distance at all times in all scenarios: 

Train speed Front RED Front Yellow Rear blue 

51-88 Km/h MAX 
SPEED 

121.4-173.2m 217.3-302.4m 82.15-69.2m 

31-50 Km/h 88.75-112.5m 162-200m 89.15-82.5m 

1-30 Km/h 51.1-83m 101.8-154m 99.65-89.5m 

Stop 50m 100 100m 
Table 1 Speed table. There is a simple formula that controls each box. 

Appendix: 

No Zone  
Is a field created behind the train. That would prevent any other trains 

from getting too close to it. 

Safe Zone 

Safe zone is a field created to the front of the train that consists of 2 fields. 

The first field, wider range, marked with outer yellow triangle is slow down 

field. This would invoke the train to slow down. 

The second field, narrow range, marked with inner red triangle is 

dangerous zone. This would force the train to stop  

Distance 
The distance will be calculated based on the maps blocks. See Map for 

details 
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6- Map to implement  
Integrate this map into your program. 

 

Figure 2 Subway Map... Signal block number start with  

 

This map is demo, for explanation use only. You may change the looks, colors, and appearance as long 

as your team maintains the rail length and direction. 

5.1. All the roads are divided into 75m fixed signal blocks. Block number always start from the 

movement direction. 

5.2. Road 1, E and W, is 15 Km each. 1E Starting block 1101. 1W Starting block 1501. 

5.3. Road 2, N and S, is 20 Km each. 2N Starting block 2101. 2S Starting block 2501. 
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5.4. Road 3, E and W, is 25 Km each. 3E Starting block 3101. 3W Starting block 3501. 

7- Footnotes: 
 

6.1. As seen, the restriction on computer programming language is minute (The competition community 
consulted industries for most used languages by engineers) thus the competitors must choose their 
language as seen fit. (recommendation to pick a language that meet the programming requirements and 
you are most familiar with) This is a competition to test your engineering abilities to use a computer 
language to solve problems. 

6.2. There will be no restriction on Compilers. 
6.3. Competitors must bring their own device (programming station). 

6.4. Competitors must build *.exe  executable program that run on Microsoft Windows 7 x64 

(You can build it with x86, but it must run on x64) (X64 is backward compatible to x86, but memory allocation 
can cause the program not to function properly. Make sure to have, at minimum, basic understanding of the 
operating system applications). 

6.5. Some public libraries are pre-installed on the testing computer such as: Microsoft Visual C++ 2010, and 
.net framework 4.5 due to their size. 
If any other free public library is required, a formal request must be made to the competition 
community, and duration of 30min is expected to accept or decline.  
It is preferred to include the used library in your program files. (When writing a program to the client, 
your program should be able to run on its own, without the use of third party library. If such library must 
be used, then your program should have the installation files for the library included) 
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8- Rubric  

Ontario Engineering Competition 2015 

Programming Competition 

 

Team:__________________________________________________ 

 

 Program: (75 marks) 

 Program  Design GUI 
o Screen size of application: 

Does the program use a full screen size?  /5 
 

o Interface and usage: 
Does the program use a simple interface? Does the program utilize 
mouse and keyboard? /15 
 

o Display: 
Is the map size appropriate? Does the program use a good color  
selection for easy to read and process? Is the text size appropriate?  /15 
 

o Code readability: 
Does the program code made in a systematic method? Using  
appropriate architecture?  /8 
 
 
 
Is there sufficient amount of comments to read the code?  /2 
 
 

 Documentation 
o Did the programmers provide a user guide to the program? /5 
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Team:________________________________ 

 Solution Performance  
o Complete Solution: 

Does the program meet the requirements posted in the problem? /5 
 
 
 
Display trains location? /5 
 
 
 
Display train status/information? /5 
 
 
 
The program sends the signal to slow down and stop? /5  
 
 
 
 
Does the program offer above and beyond features? (Bonus) /10 (up to 10) 
 
 
 

o Performance: 
Does the program run in a fast manner with little to no lag?  /3 
 
 
 
 
Does the program provide fast location/state updates? /2 
 
 
 

o Bugs 
Are there any reported bugs/issues? /-15 (-5 per bug/issue) 
 
 
 
Are there any non reported bugs/issues? /-50 (-25 per bug/issue) 
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Team:________________________________ 

 

Presentation and Management: (25 marks) 

 Content 
o Was the presentation clear, and understandable? /5 

 

 

o Was the program’s code well explained during the presentation? /5 
 
 
 

 Professionalism 
o Did the team appear professional? Were all members available? /5 

 

 

o Was the team communication clear? Such as: Proper use of jargon,  
not extremely technical? /5   
 
 

 Presentation 
o Was the presentation interesting? Easy to follow? /3 

 

 

o   Did the presentation have proper use of color, images and text? /2 

 

 

 

TOTAL /100 
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OEC Programming Rule Book 

1 Category Description & Objective 

The goal of the Programming category is to encourage software engineering students to produce a piece 

of industry-quality software with all of the proper user and administrative documents. The teams will use 

their software development skills, their technical writing abilities, and their project management skills to 

design a solution to a problem posed. This solution will then be presented to company executives (judging 

panel) for approval. 

2 Category Logistics 

2.1 Awards 

First Place: $2000 

Second Place: $1500 

Third Place: $750 

2.2 Eligibility 

- Up to eight (8) teams consisting of up to four (4) individuals are accepted into Programming. 

Teams consisting of computer/software engineering students are recommended, but not 

mandatory. Multi-disciplinary teams are accepted. 

- All teams must meet all general entry requirements of OEC. 

- All years of study are accepted 

2.3 Facilities Provided by the Organizing Committee 

- One (1) workspace per team with adequate facilities for design team meetings 

- Digital projector and computer for final presentations1 

- A large presentation room/area 

- Stop watch 

- Access to written copies of the topic and problem 

- Score sheets 

-  Feedback forms 

2.4 Optional Materials Provided by the Committee 

- Internet access 

- List of competitor-provided components – such components must be inexpensive and available 

provincially. However, the committee is encouraged to provide all materials whenever possible 

- USB key or writable CDs to transfer the final presentation, user documents, installation package, 

and error reports to the presentation. 

- Some public libraries are pre-installed on the testing computer such as: Microsoft Visual C++ 

2010, and .net framework 4.5 due to their size. 

 

2.5 Facilities Provided by the Competitors 

- Competitor owned computer(s) or laptop(s) with legal copies of developmental software are 

required 

- Materials as noted on the list from the OEC Organizing Committee (is applicable) 
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- If any other free public library is required, a formal request must be made to the competition 

community, and duration of 30min is expected to accept or decline.  

- Each team is encouraged to include any used programming library in their program files. (When 

writing a program to the client, the program should be able to run on its own, without the use of 

third party library. If such library must be used, then the program must contain the installation 

files for the library included) 

 

2.6 Competition Personnel 

- One (1) Category Official  

- One (1) timekeeper for the solution developmental phases 

- One (1) or more timekeeper(s) for the final presentation stage. Multiple timekeepers are needed 

only if there are multiple streams of judging. 

- Three (3) judges 

- Volunteers to carry out various support tasks including testing and software QA 

3 Competitor Deliverables 

Teams in Programming are required to design, develop, test, provide documentation, and construct a 

presentation of their project during the limited time provided in the first phase of the competition and then 

present an oral presentation and demonstrate their solution in the second phase of the competition. 

The oral presentation should shortly summarize the team’s layout, the design process, the 

management process, and the development process. If there were required components that could not be 

constructed in the time given, teams need to highlight the mistakes made and provide an explanation on 

how the problem could be solved in the future. If the solution included any open source libraries, the 

presentation should highlight the components that contain the code and if there is an alternate library that 

should have been used. Teams should contain a separate, larger portion of the presentation that showcases 

the solution for approval. The presentation should introduce the software, present the core functions of the 

software, present the core functions of the software, and how the program’s components work form a 

development standpoint, its user documents, and any unique components of the solution that were not 

suggested in the problem. The presentation should also include who the potential customers may be, what 

benefits the program would give this customer, and provide a short demo of the product and its 

components for the panel. 

Judges reserve the right to ask questions during the presentation. Teams must deliver answers within 

a reasonable time (determined by event official) to avoid deduction and/or a committee investigation 

(based on the context of the question). The question period also contains these same rules 

Once the presentation is finished, teams must provide a digital copy of the presentation to the judges, 

including all user documents, any error reports, a copy of the program, and all source code used to 

construct the solution. This may be emailed to the competition officials 

1. Competitor computers will not be used for the presentation 
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4 Judging 

The most important aspects of evaluation in this category are the design and performance. Teams that 

produce a working solution that meets all requirements of the posed problem will do well, but teamwork, 

originality, and the quality of the presentation can also be a determining factor for teams that run into 

unsolvable errors and cannot produce a full solution.  

The organizing committee should select judges that have appropriate experience in a range of 

disciplines. Multiple panels of judges may be used when required. 

Judges deliberation will be conducted privately and the results will not be released until the final 

banquet. A feedback form from the judges will be compiled for each team and delivered to the teams 

individually by the head judge presiding at the respective team’s panel after all presentations are 

completed. The head judge will deliberate on the feedback by providing a short verbal summary of their 

assessment of the team’s efforts. 

 

5 Scoring 

Design & Performance ...........................................................................................................................  /75 

Does the design work?  

How well does the design meet the requirements of the project? 

 Does the solution include relevant extra components on top of those requested? 

 Did the solution come with appropriate user documents? 

 Did the solution include an install package? 

 Did the QA volunteers find any bugs that were not reported? 

 Does the program use a simple interface? Does the program utilize mouse and keyboard? 

Note: The Design and Performance score of 75 percent may be broken down further as 

appropriate for the actual project. The breakdown of the Design and Performance marks will be 

revealed at the time that the project is revealed. 

 

Penalties 

 Misuse of time – late handing in solution to QA volunteers ........................... -5/minute, up to -100 

Plagiarism  .................................................................................................................................. -100 

 Product does not include install package (if required) ................................................................. /-10 

 Product does not include user documents  ................................................................................... /-15 

 

 Bugs 

 Are there any reported bugs/issues?............................................................... ./-15 (-5 per bug/issue) 

 Are there any non-reported bugs/issues?  ..................................................... /-50 (-25 per bug/issue) 

 

Management & Presentation .................................................................................................................  /25 

Did the members of the team appear to work well as a team?  

Did all members contribute to the problem solving process? 

Did the team appear professional? Were all members available? 
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 Were the benefits and principles of the design clearly explained?  

 Was time used appropriately?  

 Does the program code made in a systematic method? 

 Are there sufficient amount of comments to read the code? 

 If the solution had error, were they identified during the presentation? 

 Did all team members participate equally in the presentation? 

 Were the user documents and install packages included in the presentation? 

 Was the product’s components demonstrated thoroughly? 

 Were any open source components made apparent? 

 Was the presentation interesting? Easy to follow? 

 Did the presentation have proper use of color, images and text?  

 Was the team communication clear? Such as: Proper use of jargon? Not extremely technical? 

5.1 Releasing the Statement of Theme 

- The Statement of Theme will be published to competitors, judges and the public at least seven (7) 

days prior to start of the competition.  

- Competitors will also receive a list of required materials (if applicable) at this time 

5.2 Judges’ Briefing 

- The Judges’ Briefing occurs prior to disclosing the Scope of Work to the competitors 

- The Category Official will present the Scope of Work, answer questions about it, and make any 

final amendments to the problem as required by the consensus of the judges. 

- The Category Official will also cover logistics of the competition related to judging. 

5.3 Phase 1: Releasing the Problem Statement 

- The Category Official, Timekeeper(s), and all competitors and judges must be physically present 

for Phase 1.  

- The Problem Statement, which outlines full details of the problem and judging criteria, will be 

presented to all competitors and judges on Friday evening of the competition.  

- The Category Official will present the Problem Statement orally, as well as handing out printed 

copies to competitors and judges at this time.  

- Logistics of the materials store and final presentation will also be presented at this time.  

- The order of presentation will also be announced at this time (see Phase 5 for the method of 

determining the order of presentation). 

- Questions must be held until the Question Period. 

5.4 Phase 2: Question Period 

- Question Period immediately follows Phase 1, with duration of 20 minutes.  

- During this time, competitors can ask the Category Official to clarify any point of the Problem 

Statement, competition rules or logistics of the competition.  

- Only the Category Official may answer questions. 

- Questions and answers will be recorded and distributed to the competitors and judges. 

- The timekeeper will stop the clock if the judges ask a question and resume keeping time when the 

Category Official has answered the question.2  
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5.5 Phase 3: Development of the Solution and Preparation of Deliverables 

- The teams will have six (6) hours to develop their solution, produce all required deliverables, and 

prepare their presentation for the judges. All the deliverables must be submitted to the QA 

volunteers before the allotted time expires. Competitors may finish before the end of the allotted 

time without penalty. 

- The OEC Organizing Committee should provide additional time if there is a significant travel 

time between the location of the Question Period and the work rooms used for Phase 3. 

- Work presented by the teams must be their own work. The teams may use and cite previously 

published work with proper referencing. Violations will be ruled on by the Category Official and 

may be grounds for disqualification. 

- Only questions related to the format of the deliverables will be answered during Phase 3. Answers 

will not be given to any question that might lead to the development of a new approach or that 

might invalidate a potential solution. 

- Questions must be submitted in writing. Answers will be distributed in writing to all teams at the 

same time. Answers may be provided at scheduled times, or accumulated until a significant 

number of questions have been asked, to ease logistics.  

- Questions will not be accepted during the final 30 minutes of Phase 3. 

- Questions and responses from Phase 3 will be provided to the judges prior to the presentations 

and report reviews. 

- Announcements of the remaining time will be made at 1 hour, 30 minutes, and 10 minutes before 

the end of the allotted time for Phase 3. 

- If the final presentation is to be submitted electronically, it must be submitted to the Category 

Official any time before the expiry of the six (6) hours. 

- Final prototypes must also be delivered to the holding room before the expiry of the six (6) hours. 

Late deliveries will be assessed a penalty. Delivery may be send through email to competition 

officials (programming@oec2015.ca) 

5.6 Phase 4: Rest Period 

- Competitors will be allowed a minimum of six (6) hours of rest period between the end of Phase 

3 and the first of the Final Presentations on Saturday. 
 

2. Questions from the judges should be kept to a minimum during the Question Period, as their questions should be addressed 

during Judges’ Briefing 

5.7 Phase 5: Final Presentations 

- The order of presentation will be determined randomly. 

- Each team is given a minimum of five (5) minutes to set up their presentation 

- Each team is allowed 15 minutes to present their solution and deliverables. 

- During this time, the team must demonstrate their functioning solution 

- Judges may ask brief questions during the presentation for clarification, but should hold detailed 

questions until the question period. Time will be halted while a judge asks a question and while 

the team responds. 

- The remaining time must be indicated at 5 minutes and 1 minute before the end of the allotted 

time. A visual countdown must be given during the last 30 seconds of allotted time. 

- A five (5) minute question period will follow each presentation during which judges and the 

general public will be allowed to ask questions, with priority given to the judges' questions. 
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5.8 Phase 6: Feedback 

- Each team will receive feedback form from one of the judges that were present during their 

presentation. Along with feedback form, the judge will also provide a verbal summary of the 

panel’s thoughts and suggestions for the team 

- During this time, each team can ask the judge questions in regards to their efforts and seek advice 

for future programming and management endeavors. The discussion that occurs during this time 

will in no way affect the team’s score 

5.9 Multi-Stream Judging – Determination of Final Winners 

If multi-stream judging is implemented, each panel of judges will present their top four finalist teams 

to the other panel, and as a total group the judges will decide the outcome. The numeric scores will 

form the main basis for comparison. In the event of a tie, the team scoring higher on Design & 

Performance will be given the higher ranking 

 


